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Grab a Marker.
Make YOUR Mark....
And Introduce Yourself!
IDEAS, NOT ART!

Sketchnotes are about capturing and sharing ideas, not about art.

Sketchnotes are a way to think on paper using images & words.

BAD DRAWING VS. GOOD DRAWING

Either way it’s still a dog.
Sharing is Caring

PUSH ME
FOR
HYPERDOC!
Sketchnoting in the Classroom
1. Take notes during presentation, then highlight 10 - 12 points to sketchnote later.
2. You can draw on another picture, trace a picture, or draw from looking at another picture.
Sketch on a picture!

Where will your Edventures take you?

Teachers are Wizards

HOT TUB Time Machine

ISTE TRIBE

This is ISTE Story

This is HOME

Sketch from example.

Find Your Voice - Tell The Untold Stories
something
you've never
had, then you've
got to do
something
you've never
done.
Sketch & Share on Padlet!

goo.gl/13SvrB
SKETCHNOTE 101
<< fundamentals >>
of visual noting

(1) Shapes
○ △ □

(2) People

(3) Format
・ Scatter chart
・ Flowchart
・ Timeline

(4) Transitions
→ ← → ←

(5) Letters
abcd...

(6) Hacks
・ duplicate
・ color fill
・ image transfer

@iCoachLindsay
## Sketchnote Tips

**Lettering**
- **High**
- **Low**
- **Skinny Fat**
- **All Caps**
- **Small Caps**
- **Kinder**
- **Fancy**
- **Fast**
- **Reverse**
- **Block**
- **3D**
- **Dash**
- **Script**

**Bullets**
- •
- ○
- □
- ◊
- ★
- □
- △
- □

**Frames**
- Blank
- Cloud
- Arrow
- Circle
- Star
- Banner
- Scroll
- Electronic
- Angry

**Connectors**
- Arrow
- Line
- Dash
- Circle
- Square
- Triangle
- Hexagon

**Shadows**
- Light
- Dark
- Shadow
- Highlight

**People**
- Person
- Group
- Team
- Family
- Line
- Circle
- Arrow
Sketch. Reflect. Snag.
Resources

Sketchnote for Beginners

Megan Ryder's Sketchnoting Book

Sketchnote Library